Until the Rulers Obey
Voices From Latin American Social Movements

“This is the book we’ve been waiting for. Anyone interested in the explosion of social movements in Latin America—and the complex interplay between those forces and the “Pink Tide” governments—should inhale this book immediately. ...This is a people’s history in real time, bubbling up from below.”

—Avi Lewis and Naomi Klein

WBAI Radio, in cooperation with NACLA, the North American Congress on Latin America, invite you to a special public presentation and discussion of this groundbreaking text featuring the voices of Latin American social movements.

Thursday, October 16th, 2014
7:00-9:00pm
At The Commons, 388 Atlantic Avenue, in the heart of Brooklyn

Panelists include:
Marcy Rein & Clifton Ross, co-editors of Until The Rulers Obey;
Hilary Klein, author of Compañeras: Zapatista Women’s Stories;
Mario A. Murillo, Interim Program Director of WBAI Radio

Refreshments will be served.
For more information: marioradio@wbai.org

Until the Rulers Obey brings together voices from the movements behind the wave of change that swept Latin America at the turn of the 21st century. These movements have galvanized long-silenced—or silent—sectors of society: indigenous people, campesinos, students, the LGBT community, the unemployed, and all those left out of the promised utopia of a globalized economy.